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ABSTRACT

METHODS

• Assessed needs and looked for solutions that are
•Executed and maintained locally
•Income-generating
• Provided skills trainings to CHWs on these topics
• Help initiate projects using these skills
• These projects show some modest continuing success

RESULTS
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INTRODUCTION
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Mutsengo
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• Rural community
• Coastal Kenya
• About 2 hrs from Mombasa
• Economy largely dependent
on agriculture

Mutsengo

Mutsengo, Kenya

12 CHWs in Mutsengo:

CHWs distributing mosquito nets
from the Ministry of Health

Discussions with CHWs and
community members – Some
of the challenges facing the
health of the community
• Unsatisfactory crop yield
• Lack of work
• Long distance from hospital
• Ilnesses
• Need for first aid supplies
• Malnutrition in children
• Chiggers

Measuring the fields to dig terraces
to retain soil and water

• Volunteers
• Active in community
• Already trained on
preventive health topics
• Liaison to Ministry of Health
• Looking for some
supplementary training
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A bottle of homemade soap. This
bottle is being used to wash the
feet of children with chiggers
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Made from soil, water, and sun

This is a similar shoe style to what
the participants learned to make
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Chatting with CHWs and other
community members
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• Targeting the CHWs as participants was effective due to
their level of commitment and activity in the community,
but more could have been done to reach the wider
community.
• Some of the projects have shown some modest
success, but more evaluation is needed in the future to
confirm the effectiveness of this type of project.

REFERENCES
• All information was obtained from conversations with CHWs or other community members, or
through observation
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• There was substantial interest in Mutsengo for learning
new skills as a way to be more able to generate income,
improve food availability, and improve health conditions
as a whole.
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CONCLUSION
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• Map of Kenya: http://www.exploringkenya.com/images/eKEN-G.gif
• Picture of Shoe: http://www.manufacturer.com/cimages/product/www.alibaba.com/0302/n/
Ladies_Leather_Sandals.jpg
• Picture of brick: http://earth911.com/wp-content/uploads/2008/11/single-brick.jpg

CHWs and other community
members in the training room

• All other pictures were taken by Steven Fox in Mutsengo, Kenya

